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I N T R O D U C I N G



Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (DAOs) are the future of 
organisations, governance, finance and, an enabler to bridge Web2 and Web3.

However, DAO need to include advanced investment or governance 
functionality in order to address users needs.

This is preventing the DAOs to maximise their potential and limiting the 
adoption of organisations, traditional investors and users.

➢ Users don’t have advance governance tools

➢ Don’t have informed decision making tools

➢ Have manual / multisignature voting and execution processes

➢ Need to use external tools to execute investment strategies

The Future of Our 

Communities



Enabling DAO Adoption



Dharma generates customisable one-click DeFi DAOs (through Aragon OXs plugins) tailored to users’ goals 

and needs:

✓  Sub-governance and sub-treasury plugin: 

● Enables the creation of Web2-like company organisational structures (departments, working groups…)

● Advanced governance capabilities (e.g access management, delegation of authority…)

● Allows the allocation of specific budgets from the treasury

✓  Uniswap token swap plugin & OpenSea NFT plugin: 

● Automatic and pre-approved token strategy execution

● Quick, automatised and implementation of investment strategies

● Automatic and pre-approved NFT strategy execution

● Enables portfolio diversification through tokens, NFTs and web2 tokenised assets

All of these embedded within the DAO’s smart contracts.

The DAO Plugin Factory



Plugin Benefits & Use cases

✓ Each DAO can now divide their treasury into different investment 
strategies, limit risky investments or create complex organisation 
structures within the same DAO

✓ Removes the need for all DAO members to ratify each proposals (if 
these fall under the already approved delegation of authority)

✓ Improves Defi adoption with all-in-one customizable DeFi tools

✓ Enables portfolio diversification and Web2 like operational 
processes and structures

✓ Allows to implement Risk mitigation strategies and to limit losses



Selects PluginsUSER 

Unisawp
Plugin

Creates DAO

Governance
Plugin

OpenSea NFT
Plugin

Plugin High level Process

OXs



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GaJn8IbZ-4N1rJAEarhQL8hmkbfRme43/view?usp=share_link

DAO SetUp Demo Video
DAO Set-up and plugin selection

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GaJn8IbZ-4N1rJAEarhQL8hmkbfRme43/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GaJn8IbZ-4N1rJAEarhQL8hmkbfRme43/view?usp=share_link


As shown above, Dharma has built 3 key plugins that will improve the adoption of DAOs for DeFi:

1. Sub-governance plugin: this plugin enables the creation of sub-governance groups within an existing DAO. This 

plugin remove the need to create a new DAO, allowing an organisation to jointly vote for the creation of this 

subgroup that has its own budget from the join treasury and own decision making rules

2. UniSwap token swap plugin: DAO members can swap tokens in UniSwap within the DAO itself and without the 

need to use external tools

3. NFT collector plugin: This plugin allows authorised wallets to buy NFTs directly from OpenSea within the DAO 

itself and without the need to use external tools

All of these plugins are built on Aragon OXs and look to provide advance capabilities within the Aragon’s 

ecosystem. Dharma is providing a Defi “pick & choose” simple process that simplifies and improve the use of 

DAOs within the DeFi community. Further, Dharma will increase the adoption of DAOs within newbie DeFi users

Pick & Choose DeFi Plugins



Sub-Governance Plugin

Applying to bounties: 

● Best Decision Making Plugin
● Permission Management Dashboard



1. Makes proposal
Project 

Proposer 
3. Proposal 
Approved

Governance Plugin

OXs

3.1 Sub Governance 
Group

● Authorise wallets
● Budget required
● Strategy

2. DAO members 
vote proposal

DAO 

DAO’S 
TREASURY

Sub treasury 3.2 Treasury transfer

This plugin enables the creation of sub governance groups within an existing DAO. This plugin remove the need to create a new DAO, allowing an organisation to 

jointly vote for the creation of this subgroup that has its own budget from the join treasury and own decision making rules. 

1. Project's leader makes a proposal to create a sub group. This proposal details the budget that will be transferred from the DAO’s treasury to the project, and the 

wallet addresses that can make decisions within the ZK research group

2. Project is presented for members voting

3. If the proposal is approved by the DAO community then 

3.1. it will automatically create the sub-group within the DAO and

3.2.  transfer the agreed budget to that Sub treasury



➔ This means that any future decisions made within the sub group, won't need to be approved the whole 

DAO's community

➔ These decisions will only need to be made by the authorised wallet address

➔ This will significantly improve the decision making process, will provide an advance governance model 

and allow the onboarding of organisations who need more effective ways to manage their operations

➔ Further, this wallets won't need to be part of the DAO, neither to have voting rights but just complete a 

job for the DAO e.g. an external Trader who uses specific funding for futures trading

➔ This will enable DAO members to decide what permissions are given to specific addresses and will also 

allow them to mitigate any risks by allocating specific budgets to these projects

Plugin Benefits



DeFi plugins built on Aragon OXs

Applying to bounties: 

● Most Creative use of Aragon OXs
● Best Quickstarter dApp for DAOs



Request authorisation to become 
Unisawp Trader User 

Uniswap Plugin Process

OXs

DAO 

Future features includes further automatic transaction limitations like: 
● Amount to swap
● Tokens to swap
● Recurrency
● Automatise transactions through Chainlink keepers

 DAO members 
approve

Plugin

DAO’S 
TREASURY

USDC / WBTC WBTC
Authorised wallet 
initiates swap

This plugin allows a) token swap within Aragon's smart contracts and b) introduces a governance process for the implementation of delegation of authorities: 
1. User proposes the creation of a Uniswap sub-treasury group stating budget, token swap strategy and authorised wallets
2. DAO members approve proposal
3. DAO automatically created a Uniswap sub-group and transfers the approved budget into its sub-treasury
4. Authorised wallets can transact within the Uniswap sub-group independently without the need of DAOs ratification



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nvXUZnLKz4sViUjcdrh9LIhHjcCB_S2q/view?usp=sharing

Uniswap Deam Video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GaJn8IbZ-4N1rJAEarhQL8hmkbfRme43/view?usp=share_link

Trading Sub-group Creation Sub-group trade execution in Uniswap

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nvXUZnLKz4sViUjcdrh9LIhHjcCB_S2q/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nvXUZnLKz4sViUjcdrh9LIhHjcCB_S2q/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1XqxCnjf1A-QgNob7emM8JvF-ZNt1TWX-/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GaJn8IbZ-4N1rJAEarhQL8hmkbfRme43/view?usp=share_link


User 

NFT Plugin Process

OXs

DAO 

● Collection
● Prices
● Budget
● Automatise transactions through Chainlink keepers

 DAO members 
approve

Plugin

DAO’S 
TREASURY

NFT 
PortfolioPurchase  triggered

Request authorisation to buy NFTs 
in OpenSea

Authorised wallet 
purchases NFTs

Future features includes further automatic transactional limitations such as: 



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1451wfBMPDUYMTDmBUO-wrcxAT8oME5eD/view?usp=sharing

NFT Demo Video

NFT collector Sub-group Creation Sub-group NFT purchase in OpenSea 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SmRyNrnD1vnCBqM9P3Ityy0I00Hzzi9K/view?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1451wfBMPDUYMTDmBUO-wrcxAT8oME5eD/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1SmRyNrnD1vnCBqM9P3Ityy0I00Hzzi9K/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SmRyNrnD1vnCBqM9P3Ityy0I00Hzzi9K/view?usp=sharing


Thank You

Dharma
Finance 


